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Teaching about Doublespeak
1976

traditional explorations of war look through the lens of history and military science focusing on big events big battles and big generals by contrast the sage encyclopedia of
war social science perspective views war through the lens of the social sciences looking at the causes processes and effects of war and drawing from a vast group of fields
such as communication and mass media economics political science and law psychology and sociology key features include more than 650 entries organized in an a to z
format authored and signed by key academics in the field entries conclude with cross references and further readings aiding the researcher further in their research
journeys an alternative reader s guide table of contents groups articles by disciplinary areas and by broad themes a helpful resource guide directing researchers to classic
books journals and electronic resources for more in depth study this important and distinctive work will be a key reference for all researchers in the fields of political science
international relations and sociology

The SAGE Encyclopedia of War: Social Science Perspectives
2016-06-15

on subjects from superman to rock n roll from donald duck to the tv news from soap operas and romance novels to the use of double speak in advertising these lively essays
offer students of contemporary media a comprehensive counterstatement to the conservatism that has been ascendant since the seventies in american politics and cultural
criticism donald lazere brings together selections from nearly forty of the most prominent marxist feminist and other leftist critics of american mass culture from a dozen
academic disciplines and fields of media activism the collection will appeal to a wide range of students scholars and general readers

American Media and Mass Culture
1987-12-07

this book defines and analyzes the content structure and values of three predominant types of public discourse which are labeled doublespeak salespeak and
sensationspeak these media messages are examined to determine how they are constructed and how they influence individuals ideology and culture discussions are
illustrated with a diverse range of examples from popular culture magazines internet sites politics television and film fox argues that the information age has replaced actual
reality with representations of reality he states that electronic media dominates our lives together these three voices saturate media and technology profoundly influencing
american culture fox suggests specific strategies for recognizing and understanding these coded messages this lively and informative discussion will appeal to anyone who
is interested in learning how print and electronic media manipulate both individuals and society as a whole the extensive research will appeal to media communications
journalism and cultural studies scholars alike

MediaSpeak
2000-10-30

spinglish the devious dialect of english used by professional spin doctors is all around us and the fact is until you ve mastered it politicians and corporations not to mention
your colleagues and friends will continue putting things over on you and generally getting the better of you every minute of every day without your even knowing it however
once you perfect the art of terminological inexactitude you ll be the one manipulating and one upping everyone else and here s the beauty part henry beard and christopher
cerf authors of the new york times semi bestseller the official politically correct dictionary and handbook have compiled this handy yet astonishingly comprehensive lexicon
and translation guide a fictionary if you will to help you do just that if you want to succeed in business or politics sports the arts or life in general without really lying this is
the book for you your results may vary spinglish includes these nifty bits of spurious verbiage and over a thousand more aesthetic procedure face lift dairy nutrients cow
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manure enhanced interrogation techniques torture for your convenience for our convenience hands on mentoring sexual relations with a junior employee incomplete
success failure rightsizing firing people zero tasking doing nothing with each and every entry sourced from some of the greatest real life language benders in the world
today you re virtually guaranteed to have the perfectly chosen tried and untrue term right at the tip of your forked tongue wish you could nimbly sidestep a question without
batting an eye not sure how to apologize while also not apologizing spinglish has you covered simply consult this convenient shoot from the lip glossary and before you know
it you ll be telling it like it isn t it wasn t and it couldn t ever have been

Quarterly Review of Doublespeak
1996

in political literacy in composition and rhetoric defending academic discourse against postmodern pluralism rhetoric and writing scholar donald lazere calls for the revival of
national council of teachers of english resolutions in the 1970s for teaching the critical reading listening viewing and thinking skills necessary to enable students to cope with
the persuasive techniques in political statements advertising entertainment and news and explores the reasons these goals have been eclipsed in composition studies over
recent decades a survey of obstacles to those goals begins with the emphasis in the profession on basic and first year writing at the expense of more advanced study in
argumentative rhetoric and on the privileging of students personal writing over critical study of both academic and political discourse under the sway of postmodern pluralist
theory the limitless multiplication of diverse voices stories conversations contact zones and local discursive sites has tended to destabilize or even denigrate any common
ground of academic discourse and vocabulary including that of basic critical citizenship lazere argues that theorists who legitimately validate students multicultural home
communities sometimes failto recognize that liberal education presents a privileged space for students to grow beyond their home cultures and expand their horizons to
awareness of national and international politics he similarly argues that ingenuous educational pluralism often serves to dissipate the coherent progressive consciousness
and political action needed to confront the increasing domination of american public discourse by corporate oligarchy propaganda apparatuses and distraction from politics
through consumerism andentertainment moreover the fixation in recent composition studies on liberally inclined students and communities on the margins has eclipsed
attention to the conservative conformity long prevalent in mainstream america so the book explores means ofchallenging the conservative conditioning of students at
middle american colleges like those where lazere has taught for many years his proposals for curriculum and pedagogy beyond first year writing seek to introduce students
to a more highly informed cogent and open ended level of debate between the political left and right addressing scholars and teachers of rhetoric and writing lazere issues
an imperative call for a less pluralistic but more literate writing classroom

Spinglish
2015-06-02

herman devastatingly demonstrates how the government and the mass media manipulate words to make us accept the unacceptable and think the unthinkable the
progressive

Political Literacy in Composition and Rhetoric
2015-07-20

here we have for the first time in a single volume diverse perspectives on the meaning conditions and goals of critical reasoning in contemporary culture part one
emphasizes critical reasoning and education engaging the debate over the connection between critical reasoning skills and the learning of the content part two offers
analyses of the theoretical methodological and historical debates concerning critical reasoning abilities the authors represent a variety of disciplines and theoretical
approaches which lend the book valuable intellectual pluralism the book evaluates other aspects of critical thinking such as creativity insight questioning learning practical
thought interpretation intellectual prejudice and the historical and temporary aspects of thought
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Beyond Hypocrisy
1992

a waitress discovers an unknown illness infecting the food industry and attempts to spread awareness along with the cure if there were ever a time to recommend a special
of the day this book is the red white and blue plate special americans want to order this diary reveals the cause diagnosis and remedy for vip syndrome a condition coined
by the author as a food server s greatest occupational hazard learn the symptoms of vip syndrome avoid becoming infected and discover how to cure it read about a former
president a ceo of an online shoe company and others who suffer from this illness feed your curiosity with this prescriptive non fiction that uses food film and folly to explain
today s cultural influences and how they impact the food and hospitality industry like a virus do you suffer from vip syndrome or know someone who does this book provides
medicinal food for thought with a side of humor as laughter is the best medicine please accept this invitation to indulge in a smorgasbord of information and intrigue that will
whet your appetite and provide edifying satisfaction gain a better perspective on life and leisure by experiencing dining from both sides of the table in a society that has
become so polarized opening this diary guarantees a reserved seat at a table where enlightened dining is practiced enlightened dining may just become a permanent item
on the menu and bake into the american psyche as enlightened living so let s make life a piece of cake by serving up diary of a las vegas waitress make life a piece of cake
tm

Critical Reasoning in Contemporary Culture
1992-12-24

coming to terms the collected works of jane blankenship is an edited collection from jane blankenship and janette kenner muir which provides a deeper understanding of
how an academic life is composed how ideas begin as simple seeds germinating into a fully blossomed life how career pathways often start by chance by being in the right
place at the right time and how one must take risks while moving toward the future these lessons reveal a brilliant career of a woman deeply committed to the life of the
mind and the fostering of future generations

Diary Of A Las Vegas Waitress
2023-11-14

in it takes two to tangle philip wiebe presents a light informative humorous and perceptive look at the intersecting relationships of men and women within the context of
christian values it takes two to tangle covers the broad expanse of relationships from brief encounters to life lasting ties that bind it takes two to tangle is highly
recommended reading for those in the first blush of romance to the seasoned couple with a decades old bond between them and all who aspire to the joy and hard work of
parenting vacationing together managing busy schedules and all the other interactions and shared activities that make up the man woman dichotomy

Coming to Terms
2011-12-23

this is the digital version of the printed book copyright 2002 the success of systems or software development depends on effective communication but have you ever had
trouble articulating a complex concept have you ever doubted that someone truly understood you or that you completely received someone s message managers and
technical professionals have to communicate effectively in order to understand client requirements build work related relationships meet market demands and survive time
pressures so often though communication breaks down and nothing gets done or done well at least thankfully naomi karten author of managing expectations is here to help
readers learn how to improve the way they handle a wide variety of communication conflicts from one on one squabbles to interdepartmental chaos to misinterpretations
between providers and customers drawing on a variety of recognizable experiences and on useful models for understanding personalities such as the myers briggs type
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indicator and the teachings of family therapist virginia satir karten provides a series of powerful tools and concepts for resolving communication problems as well as
methods for preventing them in the first place inadequate communications include misunderstood or missed messages contradictory or mixed messages and messages that
are intentionally sabotaged as the author notes these miscommunications can have a damaging puzzling and counterproductive impact on projects and relationships karten
helps readers identify many of the common factors that can cause communication gaps for example mistaken assumptions of understanding lack of follow up unfixed
project terminology emotional baggage personality conflicts mismatched communication preferences karten s witty conversational tone makes this book easy to read her
real life stories and examples make it easy to understand and her use of hilarious cartoons by mark tatro brings her lessons to life communication gaps and how to close
them is a must read for anyone who recognizes that the way he or she communicates in professional encounters as well as in personal ones can be improved with karten s
useful insights and practical techniques this book will change not only how you communicate but also how you think about communication

The Nasty Women Project
2017-03-01

critically exploring medical thought in a cultural milieu with no discernible influence from the european enlightenment being human in a buddhist world reveals an otherwise
unnoticed intersection of early modern sensibilities and religious values in traditional tibetan medicine it further studies the adaptation of buddhist concepts and values to
medical concerns and suggests important dimensions of buddhism s role in the development of asian and global civilization through its unique focus and sophisticated
reading of source materials being human adds a crucial chapter in the larger historiography of science and religion the book opens with the bold achievements in tibetan
medical illustration commentary and institution building during the period of the fifth dalai lama and his regent desi sangye gyatso then looks back to the work of earlier
thinkers tracing a strategically astute dialectic between scriptural and empirical authority on questions of history and the nature of human anatomy it follows key differences
between medicine and buddhism in attitudes toward gender and sex and the moral character of the physician who had to serve both the patient s and the practitioner s well
being being human in a buddhist world ultimately finds that tibetan medical scholars absorbed ethical and epistemological categories from buddhism yet shied away from
ideal systems and absolutes instead embracing the imperfectability of the human condition

It Takes Two to Tangle
1999

this book probes the efforts at manipulation individuals face daily in this information age and the tactics of persuaders from many sectors of society using various forms of
orwellian doublespeak the book contains the following essays 1 notes toward a definition of doublespeak william lutz 2 truisms are true orwell s view of language walker
gibson 3 mr orwell mr schlesinger and the language hugh rank 4 what do we know charles weingartner 5 the dangers of singlespeak edward m white 6 the fallacies of
doublespeak dennis rohatyn 7 doublespeak and ethics george r bramer 8 post orwellian refinements of doublethink will the real big brother please stand up donald lazere 9
worldthink richard ohmann 10 bullets hurt corpses stink george orwell and the language of warfare harry brent 11 political language the art of saying nothing dan f hahn 12
fiddle faddle flapdoodle and balderdash some thoughts about jargon frank j d angelo 13 how to read an ad learning to read between the lies d g kehl 14 subliminal chainings
metonymical doublespeak in advertising don l f nilsen 15 doublespeak and the polemics of technology scott buechler 16 make money not sense keep academia green julia
penelope 17 sensationspeak in america roy f fox and 18 the pop grammarians good intentions silly ideas and doublespeak charles suhor three appendixes are attached the
george orwell awards the doublespeak award and the quarterly review of doublespeak ms

The English Quarterly
1988

regulation n an official rule written by a monkey with a master s degree and therefore carrying the force of law preemptive strike n a blow or punch delivered by military
aircraft to a target who is suspected of being adverse to one s plot for world domination terrorism n violence for political purposes or the politically motivated threat of
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violence which either intentionally or unintentionally challenges the state s monopoly on political violence the doublespeak dictionary satirizes the marked difference
between the ideal of we the people and the reality of we the elite while offering an insightful glimpse into the clockworks of the totalitarian mind ever irreverent but never
irrelevant leslie starr o hara s first book serves as a subversive and humorous but timely reminder that the emperor has no clothes the doublespeak dictionary won the 1st
annual lava awards lysander spooner book of the year award

Language and Diplomacy
2001

explores the continued use of evasive deceptive and self contradictory language examining how it works and the harmful effects on individuals and on society

Communication Gaps and How to Close Them
2013-07-15

this language reader features thought provoking readings that explore the various interconnections between language and american society the text challenges the reader
to critically examine how language affects and constructs culture and how culture constructs and affects language gender and language hate speech language of war
censorship market general interest

Being Human in a Buddhist World
2015-01-20

rita m gross has long been acknowledged as a founder in the field of feminist theology the essays in this book represent the major aspects of her work and provide an
overview of her methodology in women s studies in religion and feminism

English Journal
1999

this volume presents the best scholarship from the 19th national communication association american forensic association conference on argumentation which took place
july 30 august 2 2015 at cliff lodge snowbird resort in alta utah the alta conference first held in 1979 is the oldest conference in argumentation studies in the world and
biennially brings together a lively group of scholars representing a variety of countries with diverse perspectives on the theory and practice of argument the essays in
recovering argument invite reflection upon and reconsideration of argumentation s legacy present status and potential roles in social cultural and political life readers will
encounter essays that treat the relationship between argumentation and memory historical approaches to argumentation the vitality of public and interpersonal argument
argument s role in leadership discursive and presentational forms of argument and the challenges of difference readers also will find these topics addressed from a variety
of historical social scientific and critical interpretive perspectives

Beyond Nineteen Eighty-four
1989

this book brings together essays that demonstrate the art of argument evaluation the essays apply a variety of theoretical approaches to specific historically situated
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arguments in order to render a specific normative judgment by bringing to bear knowledge of argumentation theory along with expertise pertaining to the specific
arguments under investigation this book illustrates the utility of argument evaluation as a discrete mode of scholarly engagement

The Doubleapeak Dictionary
2010-11-01

exploring communication ethics is a comprehensive textbook on the ethical issues facing communication professionals in today s rapidly changing media environment
empowering students to respond to real world ethical dilemmas by drawing upon philosophical principles historical background and the ethical guidelines of major
professional organizations this book is designed to stimulate class discussion through real world examples case studies and discussion problems students will learn how to
mediate between the best interests of their employers and their responsibilities toward other parties and to consider how economic technological and legal changes in their
industries affect these ethical considerations it can be used as a core textbook for undergraduate or graduate courses in communication or media ethics and provides an
ideal supplement for specialist classes in public relations professional communication advertising political communication or journalism and broadcast media

The English Record
1977

in 1991 australia instigated a national reconciliation project between indigenous and non indigenous people despite being the longest running reconciliation process there
has been no authoritative study of australian reconciliation to date reconciliation and colonial power is the first book to analyze australian reconciliation as a process filling a
significant gap in theoretical and empirical understanding damien short offers a sociological interpretation of this process which suggests that rather than being a genuine
attempt at atonement australian reconciliation is perhaps better understood as the latest stage in the colonial project he considers the relevance of acknowledgement and
apology restitution and rights nation building and state legitimacy to the reconciliation project this work compliments the burgeoning literature on reconciliation theory and
practice and provides fertile material for comparisons with reconciliation processes in other countries such as chile and south africa

The New Doublespeak
1996

satan s plan was to establish america as headquarters of a socialist one world government god s plan was to take the gospel to the world what do god s prophets see for the
immediate future christian

Language Arts
1977

one of the first of its kind this book examines the digitalization of chinese businesses both theoretically and practically taking a fresh and unique approach the authors seek
to adopt individual theories for each empirical case explored and investigate the dramatic digital transformation that chinese firms have undergone in recent years with a
particular focus on social networks the authors observe and analyze the way that digitized applications can interlink with financial systems developing new capabilities that
help to yield competitive advantage covering both small to medium sized enterprises smes and globally orientated multinational enterprises mnes this book is a valuable
resource for those researching asian business or international business more generally as well as innovation and technology management
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Exploring Language
2007

writing for the spoken word is a special discipline it requires that speechwriters products be written primarily although not exclusively to be heard not read speeches are
better cast in simple direct and often short sentences that can be easily understood by listeners rhetorical devices such as repetition variation cadence and balance are
available to and should be used by the speechwriter it is important for speechwriters to analyse audiences according to factors such as age gender culture profession and
income level size of audience political affiliation if any and on the occasion for or purpose of the speech most effective speeches do not exceed 20 minutes in length after
researching a topic speechwriters must prepare an outline from which the speech will be developed they should strive to maintain a clear theme throughout the speech
most speeches will have a three part structure consisting of an introduction a body and a conclusion the accepted style of contemporary american public address is natural
direct low key casual and conversational this puts the listeners at ease and promotes a sense of community between the audience and speaker punctuation should reflect
the sound structure of the speech reinforcing the rhythm and pace of actual speech clarity of expression is as important a consideration in speech grammar as rigid
adherence to the rules for written law this book presents the essentials of speechwriting preface speechwriting in perspective a brief guide to effective and persuasive
communication thomas h neale public speaking and speechwriting selected references jean m bowers index

A Garland of Feminist Reflections
2009-03-05

forged in the age of empire the relationship between islam and liberalism has taken on a sense of urgency today when global conflicts are seen as pitting one against the
other more than describing a civilizational fault line between the muslim world and the west however this relationship also offers the potential for consensus and the
possibility of moral and political engagement or compatibility the existence or extent of this correspondence tends to preoccupy academic as much as popular accounts of
such a relationship this volume looks however to the way in which muslim politics and society are defined beyond and indeed after it reappraising the first wave of islamic
liberalism during the nineteenth century the book describes the long and intertwined histories of these categories across a large geographical expanse by drawing upon the
contributions of scholars from a variety of disciplines including philosophy theology sociology politics and history it explores how liberalism has been criticised and
refashioned by muslim thinkers and movements to assume a reality beyond the abstractions that define its compatibility with islam

Recovering Argument
2018-10-29

highly researched and referenced complementary and alternative medicine for health professionals a holistic approach to consumer health educates students about the
many complementary and alternative medicine cam modalities that are available in addition to the more traditional methods that exist early chapters provide an overview
of both traditional and alternative medicine scientific method and steps in scientific research and look at the cost of health care in the u s later chapters introduce students
to integrative medicine and provide a thorough overview of cam practices employed today topics that are covered include acupuncture meditation herbals and
aromatherapy by reading this text students will become astute at distinguishing among those traditional and cam health practices that are helpful those that have been
scientifically tested and those that may offer no benefit case studies throughout the text give students an opportunity to apply material and ideas to real life situations

Warranting Assent
1995-03-09

broad in scope yet precise in exposition the sixth edition of this highly acclaimed ethics text has been infused with new insights and updated material richard johannesen
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and new coauthors kathleen valde and karen whedbee provide a thorough comprehensive overview of philosophical perspectives and communication contexts pinpointing
and explicating ethical issues unique to human communication chief among the authors objectives are to provide classic and contemporary perspectives for making ethical
judgments about human communication sensitize communication participants to essential ethical issues in the human communication process illuminate complexities and
challenges involved in making evaluations of communication ethics and offer ideas for becoming more discerning evaluators of others communication provocative questions
and illustrative case studies stimulate reflexive thinking and aid readers in developing their own approach to communication ethics a comprehensive list of resources
spotlights books scholarly articles videos and sites useful for further research or personal exploration

Exploring Communication Ethics
2020-03-03

an autobiography and a challenge going through public schools with a hidden yet progressive hearing and vision loss was challenging this is the story that speaks for the
child who could not speak for herself

Reconciliation and Colonial Power
2016-04-08

today being a health consumer encompasses more than being knowledgeable about traditional medicine and health practice but also includes the necessity to be well
informed about the expading field of complementary and alternative medicine consumer health and integrative medicine holistic view of complementary and alternative
medicine practices second edition was written to expand upon the many alternative modalities that many other consumer health texts overlook it includes chapters on the
major alternative medicine systems and healing modalities including ayurvedic medicine traditional chinese medicine naturopathy homeopathic medicine chiropractic
medicine massage reflexology and herbals or botanicals the authors mission is to increase reader s knowledge base not make up their mind as we all make better choices
related to our own personal health care practices when we are informed consumers

America at the End of Days
2006-03

women are the most financially attractive target audience and buy the majority of products and services so improving the way we market to women is the easiest and most
effective business growth strategy this book dispels the traditional stereotypes about women as consumers and creates a clear business case for marketing to women

The Digitization of Business in China
2018-07-20

a fictional political satire based on world and north american events from a conservative prospective

Speechwriting in Perspective
2003
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Islam after Liberalism
2017-12-01

Complementary and Alternative Medicine for Health Professionals
2013

SOUTH EAST EUROPE AT THE EDGE OF CIVILIZATION
2016

Ethics in Human Communication
2008-01-09

Speaking for the Child: BONUS Edition
2018-09-28

Consumer Health & Integrative Medicine
2008-05-21

Wonder Woman
2004-08

Meeting the President
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